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Intermittent Fasting: 2 Books in 1: Intermittent Fasting for Weight Loss + Intermittent Fasting for

Women,the Easy and Complete Guide to Control Hunger,Burn fats in Healthy and Simple

ways was designed to introduce health enthusiasts of all levels to the simplicity and

effectiveness of Intermittent Fasting, specifically with regards to women’s health. Readers will

finish the book confident in their knowledge of Intermittent Fasting, how it will work best for

their specific health needs and ready to get started on the path to a lighter and healthier

life. Intermittent Fasting involves controlling the body’s calorie intake by blocking out periods of

time where no food is consumed. Some people choose fasting schedules where they fast for a

set number of hours each day, while others eat normally most days and strictly limit or

eliminate their food intake on alternate days. As with any diet or weight loss program, it

is important to choose the right fasting method to meet the needs of a particular body shape or

health goal, a process wherein readers will develop a deeper grasp of as they make their

way through this helpful and informative guide. With this book, readers will discover the origins

of Intermittent Fasting and how it has become one of the most widely practiced weight loss

trends in the United States. They will also learn about: The pros and cons of Intermittent

Fasting How to determine if fasting is the right choice for their health needs The science behind

how the body processes food and how this affects weight loss The unique benefits and risks

women encounter when fasting How to pick a diet that works with their fasting plan and

supports a wholesome lifestyleThe importance of eating whole foods and the difference they

make when dieting A practical, lesser-known way to control Type 2 Diabetes A simple way to

improve your appearanceEasy, money-saving recipes to help you start planning your meals for

maximum nutritional benefits, as well as a beautiful, simple way to improve the hormones in

your body (which allows your cells to run more efficiently and healthily)An overview of all the

intermittent fasting options you can choose fromIn addition to providing a comprehensive

knowledge of Intermittent Fasting and the proven science behind the program, this guide

contains introductions and explanations of two effective diets that readers are recommended to

try while fasting to help increase their weight loss. The Mediterranean Diet and the Keto Diet

are two programs gaining in popularity across the globe, mainly for their easiness to adapt to

and recognized success. Each one has its own focus and food choices, but they both work

effortlessly alongside any fasting schedule to boost all dietary benefits and help followers

maintain a healthy lifestyle. Beginners and fitness professionals alike will benefit from the

book’s 14-Day Beginner’s Guide to Intermittent Fasting. Complete with recipes from the

Mediterranean diet, this guide will walk readers through the first steps of their Intermittent

Fasting journey with helpful tips and ideas of what to expect at each stage. To ensure their

success, readers will also find information on how to avoid common mistakes and

issues women face with fasting programs and useful tips on how to stay on track when fasting

and dieting become a struggle.  Intermittent Fasting for Women provides readers with valua

About the AuthorShereen Jog grew up in Tanga, a port in the beautiful coastal region of

Tanzania. Her large family gathered around a long wooden dining room table to enjoy delicious

meals prepared by the women of the household. Her own cooking journey began when she
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natural and organic foods.
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for a Healthy Lifestyle.Disclaimer:© Copyright 2019 by ____Amy Smith_ _ – All rights

reserved. The following e-book is reproduced below with the goal of providing information that

is as accurate and reliable as possible. Regardless, purchasing this e-book can be seen as

consent to the fact that both the publisher and the author of this book are in no way experts on

the topics discussed within and that any recommendations or suggestions that are made

herein are for entertainment purposes only. Professionals should be consulted as needed prior

to undertaking any of the actions endorsed herein.Furthermore, the transmission, duplication,

or reproduction of any of the following work including specific information will be considered an

illegal act irrespective of whether it is done electronically or in print. This extends to creating a

secondary or tertiary copy of the work or a recorded copy and is only allowed with express

written consent from the publisher. All additional rights reserved.The information in the

following pages is broadly considered to be a truthful and accurate account of facts and as

such any inattention, use, or misuse of the information in question by the reader will render any

resulting actions solely under their purview. There are no scenarios in which the publisher or

the original author of this work can be in any fashion deemed liable for any hardship or

damages that may befall them after undertaking information described herein.Additionally, the

information in the following pages is intended only for informational purposes and should thus

be thought of as universal. As befitting its nature, it is presented without assurance regarding

its prolonged validity or interim quality.The publisher and author are not responsible for any

specific health or allergy needs that may require medical supervision and are not liable for any

damages or negatives consequences from any treatment, action, application or preparation, to

any person reading or following the information in this book. IntroductionCongratulations on

downloading “Intermittent Fasting: The Complete Guide For Weight Loss, Burn Fat Through

Meal Plan, Healing your Body for a Healthy Lifestyle.” and thank you for doing so.There is

something that must have sparked your interest in intermittent fasting, and I hope that I can

give insight into why intermittent fasting is a lifestyle that anyone can and should do.There are

lots of people who struggle with their weight. They jump back and forth between fad diet after

fad diet, only to see limited to no results. Some people may go to the gym one week and refuse

to do so right after. They have no motivation or desire to be healthy. Other people are so busy

with their families and careers that they do not have time to give attention to their health,

especially their diet. These people pick up fast food on the way to work and back home, taking

a significant hit on their bodies in the process. Other people are interested in being healthy but

have no idea where to begin. Everyone knows that you should prioritize your health, but if you

have never been talked or seen healthy habits practiced, they run around like a chicken with its

head cut off. Feeling discouraged about not knowing where to begin their health (if they even

care at all), these people just give up and succumb to a lifestyle of unhealthy eating and

habits. All of us have been one of these people in life. Maybe you are one of these people who

has hit rock bottom, and you know that you have to do something about your health or you will

suffer dire consequences. Look no further for the solution you are looking for because it is all in

this book.There is a way for you to get your weight under control and to be the healthy person

that you know you can be. This method also works for people who are already healthy. The

easiest way to get healthy is to gain control of your diet. If you can control your diet, gaining or

losing weight becomes a lot easier. Even for those who have had a struggle with their diet,

there is still help. The easiest way to get your diet under control is by intermittent fasting.

Intermittent fasting is all about limiting the time that you eat, with a focus on eating healthy

foods every eating time. Ultimately, intermittent fasting helps maintain your healthy portion

control and lends itself to an overall improvement in one’s health. It enables you to fight sugar



cravings and unsavory inflammatory illnesses that can hinder one for life.Intermittent fasting is

easy, simple, and a relatively painless way to lead a healthier lifestyle. Once you understand its

basic principles, you can find ways to incorporate the changes within your lifestyle for

maximum health gains. With this book, there are no more excuses that will hinder you from

committing to this lifestyle. Everything you need to begin and sustain intermittent fasting is laid

out for you plain and simple in this book. This book is grateful to be a part of your

transformation and commitment to a healthier lifestyle. Thank you for making a commitment to

yourself and to the people who care about you. By the time you finish reading, you’ll be able to

discuss intermittent fasting with ease and conviction as a proud practitioner.The following

chapters will discuss everything you need to know about fasting. Chapter One explores what

fasting is and why it is right for you. Chapter Two explains how to fast. Different fasting methods

are discussed in the Third Chapter, and Chapter Four gives fasting tips and answers to

frequently asked questions about fasting. Chapter Five, meanwhile, gives you a few easy

recipes that will help you start your fasting journey. Be sure to take notes about every

information you find appealing. It will help you find it easier for future reference.Before you start

going through the pages, I say, “Happy reading!” And by the time you finish, I hope I can say,

“Happy Fasting!” There are plenty of books on this subject on the market, thanks again for

choosing this one! Every effort was made to ensure it is full of as much useful information as

possible. Please enjoy!Chapter 1: What is Fasting and Why it is Good for You?Why would one

be interested in fasting? Why would someone forego their favorite foods to get healthier? This

chapter will explain everything fasting and show you the advantages fasting can have in your

life. Fasting has been important to many cultures all around the world. This chapter will give a

brief overview of what fasting is, a short history, and end with the many benefits it has for

people who want to lose weight, control type 2 diabetes, look younger, and improve their heart

health. The chapter will end with a word of caution and give groups of people who should

probably avoid fasting.Fasting and starvation are often lumped together, but they are different.

When a person starves, they do not have any food to eat, whereas, fasting is the purposeful

foregoing of food. Starvation is out of a person's control; fasting is done by a person in control.

Lots of people reported mental clarity, a decrease in digestion issues, weight loss, easier

sleeping, and a simpler, cleaner, more convenient way of eating as a few of the benefits of

fasting. It is also important to note that intermittent fasting is not just a diet. It is a lifestyle

change where you eat specifically during a set period of time, and you go without eating for

another set period. Depending on the results you want, you can make the window of time when

you eat bigger or the window of time when you do not eat bigger.Fasting is as old as

humankind itself. It has long been touted for its health benefits for the body and spiritual

wellness. The benefits of fasting are hard-wired into our body as a biological mechanism

against sickness. Think about the last time you were very sick. Did you want to eat? Of course

not! As a matter of fact, when you ate, you probably wanted to throw up any of the food you

ate. Hence, fasting is a biologic way to protect one's body when you are sick. Not only as an

automatic biologic response to sickness, when you look into ancient history, but fasting was

also a well-known remedy for illnesses. Greek philosophers often considered intermittent

fasting as a solution to getting better. The Ancient era documents how many doctors prescribe

fasting as a way to deal with illness. Despite the lack of modern tools, it is absolutely amazing

how doctors knew that fasting and its different variations were a sure-fire way to deal with

illnesses.Additionally, fasting is a common solution to increase concentration or devoutness in

the spiritual realm. Ezra Taft Benson, an American politician, and religious leader was right on

the money when describing the mental and health benefits of intermittent fasting. Lots of



religions practice some form of fasting as a way to connect with the Divine. Christians have

fasted as a way to clean mental fogginess and realign their spiritual purpose. Muslims fast

every year during Ramadan as a form of spiritual cleansing. Others have used fasting to make

political statements which shows the power of fasting has on others as a show of solidarity for

important issues that one believes in. Some cultures like Italians and other European countries

usually have a heavy lunch and light breakfast or dinner, which as a form of intermittent fasting.

Italians are often lauded worldwide for their diet with many others trying to emulate it in their

day-to-day life. As you can see, fasting has been everywhere and is an important part of the

human experience.What intermittent fasting superior to other dieting methods is that it is a

lifestyle. Unlike following a diet for a short of time to see limited results, intermittent fasting is a

lifestyle choice that one follows every day. The main purpose of a diet is often times to lose

weight. However, with intermittent fasting losing weight is only one benefit of the intermittent

fasting lifestyle. Intermittent fasting has numerous benefits with weight loss only being an extra.

Intermittent fasting has been linked to improving mental health, chronic illness, and heart

disease, even helping to prevent certain cancers and seizures. Lifestyle change and extended

health benefits are what makes intermittent fasting superior to other diets and methods.The

best thing about intermittent fasting is, once you get into the habit of doing it, the health results

stay with you for years. You do not have to worry about getting into the horrible cycle of gaining

weight and losing weight. Intermittent fasting is a habit that is inherently healthy and easier for

one to maintain over long periods because it is something that you do every day without having

to think about it. You can also mold it to fit the most hectic or most laid-back lifestyles.While

science is still studying all the benefits of intermittent fasting, the best thing about intermittent

fasting is that ancient people already knew about the results. Whether to heal sickness or

increase mental and spiritual well-being, intermittent fasting is a multi-tier approach to healing

your entire body. Now is the time to touch base with the wisdom of our forefathers and get back

to this lifestyle that has shown to be beneficial to our human ancestors and modern people

alike. If you are looking for a way to improve your body and mind at the same time, then

intermittent fasting is what you are looking for to do so. If done correctly, it is as safe as other

diet methods and has the potential to stick with you a lot longer than fad dieting.There are

many reasons that people decide to fast. The main draw for many is the potential to lose

weight. Fasting does not just help you lose weight, but it helps you to lose weight in one of the

most stubborn places - your stomach. How many of us have struggled to try to lose those love

handles and that muffin top! Never fear, intermittent fasting is the solution that you've been

looking for to tackle these spots. Because intermittent fasting inherently restricts your meals to

a certain time, you are already lowering your daily caloric intake. When you do that, you end up

losing weight. However, intermittent fasting is more effective because it causes your weight

loss hormones to rev up. When you are in a fasted state, your body gets energy from your

body's fat stores and not the food that you are eating. This, in turn, increases your metabolism

rate.So, what is your metabolism rate? That is the rate at which you lose calories. You can lose

calories by either eating less food or getting your body to use your stored fat, which is what

intermittent fasting does. A definite win-win. Additionally, intermittent fasting helps you not to

lose that much muscle compared to just fasting. When you still have some type of muscle on

your body, your muscles work harder than fat to increase your metabolism, so you are losing

weight while doing limited activities. When your muscles are used to this time of method of

eating, you are essentially eating your way to losing weight, which is extremely helpful in the

long-term of trying to maintain a healthy weight and healthy lifestyle. Another hormone that is

affected by intermittent fasting is leptin. This hormone tells your brain which then tells your



body when you are hungry. If you are obese, this hormone is overactive. Your body reads this

hunger cue no matter if you are hungry or not which cause you to overeat. Thus, extra food and

energy make you gain weight. When you fast, it helps improve your leptin sensitivity, so your

body is more in tune with your hunger triggers, like ghrelin.Intermittent fasting sends your brain

more measured indicators of your hunger, so you are not overeating. However, it is important to

stick to a pattern of fasting, especially if you are intermittent fasting, to avoid an increase of

cortisol, which can lead to more stress or insomnia if you are not consistent with your fasting

window.Another reason people fast is to control type 2 diabetes. Diabetes is a chronic illness

that occurs when a person's body is not able to send glucose, or blood sugar to your body.

Glucose is what your body eat and to get that glucose your body needs insulin. People with

type 1 diabetes do not produce insulin at all. Whereas people with type 2 diabetes produce

insulin, but their bodies don't use insulin as efficiently as it should. As type 2 diabetes

progresses, people tend not to make insulin at all.Dr. Jason Fung did a study where 3 men

fasted for a time frame of 10 months. Two of the men fasted every other day. And one man

fasted three days a week. On the days that the men fasted, they were able to have low-calorie

drinks like coffee, tea, and water. They could also have one low-calorie meal. At the end of the

study, two of the men did not take any of their diabetes drugs. The last man had stopped taking

four out of the five drugs that he was taking to control his diabetes. Dr. Fung asserts that

fasting can be helpful for those with type 2 diabetes. However, other doctors caution against

people taking this study as the complete truth since the study was only limited to three people.

Nevertheless, the results seem quite promising. The most important thing from this study was

Dr. Jason Fung demonstrated that fasting does have a positive effect on controlling diabetes. In

the future, fasting will most likely be used as an important way to regulate, if not cure, type 2

diabetes.An important consideration before fasting it to remember that if you are taking

medication for your type 2 diabetes, you need to check in with your physician before attempting

to fast to control your type 2 diabetes.Another reason people choose to fast is to improve their

physical appearance. Fasting reduces oxidative stress. To know more about oxidative stress,

there must be a quick definition of what free radicals are. Free radicals are atoms in your body

that are unstable. The free radicals have to join two other substances in your body to get

stable. When free radicals join with other substances in your body, it causes oxidative stress.

Hence, oxidative stress can cause cells to break down in your body and can result in issues

such as inflammation and wrinkles and diseases or even chronic diseases. When you fast, it

helps your body prevent forming these free radicals that can destroy your body in so many

ways. Intermittent fasting also increases the human growth hormone which increases your

body's collagen production. More collagen means that your body will have younger-looking

skin. Moreover, fasting increases the process of autophagy, which is how your body repairs

itself by making newer and healthier cells. When you have newer and healthier cells, your skin

improves.Fasting also helps the fluid that accumulates under the skin lessen, which also

improves your overall appearance since salt is eliminated from your body when you fast. Less

salt in your body increases your appearance and slows down the aging process.The last major

benefit of fasting that will be explored in this chapter is when people fast to improve their heart

health. High blood pressure, cholesterol, diabetes, and obesity are all indicators of heart health

problems. Fasting helps reduce all of these risks. However, fasting can cause an imbalance of

your electrolytes, so when a person fasts, they must make sure that they are consuming

enough electrolytes not to affect their heart health negatively. More about electrolytes will be

discussed later in the book.Before the chapter ends, a word of caution must be given. Some

people should not fast. Those include people that have a history of eating disorders, pregnant



women, breastfeeding women, teenagers, children and those with type 1 diabetes. Those with

chronic illness or even cancers should also consult with their doctors before fasting.The rule of

thumb is to always consult with any health professional before you begin fasting. While it is

great to have the desire to want to do intermittent fasting, before you begin, you will first want

to check with your health professional before embarking on the fasting journey no matter if you

are healthy or not. This is important to make sure you are fasting healthily and safely. Fasting

should not make you feel sick. You will feel hunger, but if at any point, you begin to feel weird

while fasting or run into any issues, keep an open line of communication open with your doctor

or preferred health care provider.Now that you know all the benefits and history of fasting, it’s

time to get to the meat and potatoes of the book – how to fast! Turn the page to learn

more.Chapter 2: How to FastNow that we have discusses the background of fasting, it's now

important to offer practical advice about getting started. This chapter is dedicated to giving you

tips that can help you deal with your hunger and survive the fasting process. Attention will be

given to different fasts that are possible, including intermittent and other fasts. We will end with

a list of fluids that you must have in order to deal with fasting long-term. There are three steps

that you can take to get started.Some people think that you need a lot of time and a big budget

to get started intermittent fasting. The truth is that you don't need any of those things. You just

need the determination and willpower to begin. Essentially, you can get started with three easy

steps.Choose which fasting method you want to follow. There are lots of different methods of

fasting you can select from. Once you choose one, stick to it and begin the process. Do not feel

obligated to continue a fasting method if you know that your body is responding negatively. You

can always select a different method to follow.Calculate your calories and make sure you have

a well-balanced diet. Create a meal plan. Decide if you want to be vegetarian or vegan for more

intense results. Do not underestimate the importance of counting your calories. Taking the

time to plan your meals and make sure your calories are not going over your daily caloric count

or under by too much will be the difference to being able to intermittent fasting correctly or not.

Some people eat too much or too little. Do not be that person who fasts, but is still

unhealthy.Decide which exercise you want to follow on the days that you are not fasting. If you

are going to exercise while fasting, make sure that you choose methods that are conducive to

your fasting days. Take it easy on the days that you are fasting and go harder on the days that

you are not fasting. If you need a little extra boost for the days you work out, try carbohydrate

loading which is bulking up your meals with carbohydrates to help you make it through your

workout. For longer fasts, do not worry about trying to exercise while fasting.The rest of the

book will go into more details about these three different steps. Feel free to take notes so you

can come back and read your highlighted info. Don't feel pressure to be perfect from day one

immediately. This lifestyle is a process, and you can slowly acclimate yourself to it. When you

put unnecessary pressure on yourself, you add unneeded stress which can delay or hamper

your results. Remember this is supposed to be fun and it's supposed to be about being a

healthier person. Staying happy and positive will ensure that you will be fasting for years to

come.Choose Your Intermittent Fasting MethodOnce you have figured out which fasting

method you want to choose, the next thing you need to do before you begin intermittent fasting

is to determine why you want to begin in the first place. What is your why? Why is it so

important for you to start intermittent fasting? This can be a number of different reasons. Are

you doing intermittent fasting in order to lose weight? Are you doing intermittent fasting to lead

a healthier lifestyle? Are you doing intermittent fasting for another specific health outcome, like

to lower your blood pressure or cholesterol levels or to even increase your metabolism or

energy?Whatever your reason is before beginning, make that reason clear so you can always



come back to it as a point of reference when you feel like you are getting weak at any

moment.While your weight loss and health journey are different than other people's, it is

interesting to look at other people who fast to see what they're doing and what works for them.

You can use them as inspiration. You can also form your own support group to hold you

accountable for your reasons for intermittent fasting. You can find this support group online or

in person, like a family member or trusted friend. Checking out online boards every now and

then is also great to do in order to keep your info up-to-date and to recharger your intermittent

fasting battery. If you are unable to find such a support group around, don't be afraid to start

your own.Imagine how fun it will be to have a group of people supporting each other and

knowing that you started it. People tend to be social and love to work out in groups. And

intermittent fasting group can be a unique way to encourage yourself and encourage others

and help a group of people get healthy at the same time. Popular places to look for people

interested in such a group would be Craigslist, meetup.com, or even putting flyers in local

coffee shops, doctor's offices or the library. Don't be shy if there isn't a group. It may be a sign

that you are the one that is needed to start such a group.The next thing you want to do before

you begin is to speak with your doctor. When you meet, let your doctor know what your

reasons for wanting to do intermittent fasting are. Then see if they have any input. This

especially important if you have diabetes, are elderly or pregnant or have a history of eating

disorders. If you fall into any of these categories, do not skip this step. The doctor can give you

certain steps to avoid as well as give you some tips on how to take your results to the next

level. Keeping your doctor aware of what you're doing can make sure that you always have a

health professional in your corner and support to give insights when you need it.The next

important step you should do before you begin is to have realistic expectations. If you plan on

losing 50 pounds in a week, that's most likely not going to happen. It is healthy to lose at least

two pounds a week. Even if you have a realistic expectation of how much weight you want to

lose, what happens if you are not seeing the results you think you should be seeing? (We'll talk

about this some in the next chapter.) The most important point about your expectations is to

adjust them. You may not meet your expectations, and that is ok. You can adjust your

expectations or adjust your actions to meet them. Do not get discouraged if you do not meet

your expectations. Keep going! You do not want to throw in the towel too soon or throw the

towel in without adjusting your expectations. No matter what your expectations are, continue to

arm yourself with the proper information by researching so, you can see how intermittent

fasting best fits into your lifestyle. When you have your reasons for doing intermittent fasting

and your food journal ready, you can go ahead and begin.Schedule your Day of Reckoning.

This is the day where you get rid of everything in your kitchen that's not going to help you with

your intermittent fasting journey. These items are things like junk food, alcohol, snacks, salty

and sugary drinks. Sugary drinks include diet drinks and health drinks like Gatorade or

Powerade. These all contain fructose which is just as deadly and inflammation causing as

sugar. You can give those bad foods to a friend or family member, a food bank or just throw

them away. For the more dramatic people like me, you can even burn them. This day of

reckoning is a special day in your intermittent fasting journey. It is the day of no return, and it

can symbolically signify your new lifestyle is an intermittent faster. This step can be as fun or as

dramatic as you would like it. However, once you choose this day stick with it, so you know it's

time to begin a new way of life.Next thing is, like Nike, ‘Just do it!' Pick your fasting window and

eating time and start. Initially, do not expect just to go 24 hours without food, definitely build up

to that goal. When you start off slow, you can try to avoid maybe eating breakfast since you

already sleeping and coming from a fast. Another way to get a slow start is if you try to reduce



the portions of a certain food that you are eating before you totally give up the food that you are

eating. For example, if you just have to have 10 cokes a day. Trying have 5, then 3, then 1, until

you are at zero.Other ways to go incrementally fast are to change perhaps the portion of the

food that you are eating. If you are used to eating carbohydrate-heavy meals, slowly change

your diet to include more fruits and vegetables until your portions start to consist of mostly

vegetables and whole foods. If you eat more white bread or grain products, work on not eating

them or even substituting them for healthier options like sprouted slices of bread or wheat or

brown carbohydrates. This incremental beginning can help you be more successful when you

ramp up to more intense versions of intermittent fasting such as skipping days at a time.Once

you begin fasting, you can start journaling and keeping track of what you are eating. I like to

use an old-fashioned pen and paper to track my daily meals in a food journal. However, one of

the easiest ways to keep track of your calories and food choices is by using technology. Since

our phones are already near us, you can easily use your phone as a resource to help you with

your intermittent fasting journey. You can use your phone to choose an app that helps with your

fasting. A couple of the most popular choices include Body Fasting app or Fitness Pal. Some

apps have extra bonuses you can use, like hiring a personal health coach for extra support.As

you keep track of your journey, do not forget to take note of your victories! Celebrate them.

Perhaps you’ve been fasting three days in a row and are on track to fat perfectly for a week!

Celebrate that! When you are tracking your food, take notes of certain trends. Are you meeting

your calorie guidelines? Do you notice any trends about when you are mindlessly snacking or

eating because you are stressed or because you didn’t plan your meals well? Being able to

track this information can help you create practices to help you combat your weaknesses.On

the other hand, if you end up going over on your calorie count one day, that's ok. The next day

is a new day, and you should just get back on track and do not get too bogged down if you do

not meet your goal. Your journal will also help you see if you are being serious or not. You may

trick other people, but you cannot fool yourself. Your journal will reflect if you need to give

yourself a stern talking to or if you are being committed to being healthy or not. While what you

eat is very important to maintaining your intermittent fasting lifestyle, it is not the only important

thing. You should also make sure that you are getting enough sleep and exercising as well. If

you like to bedazzle your personal items, now is the time to do it. Personalize your journal so

that it's your own. Because it's going to be an important part of your intermittent fasting

journey.The longer you stay up, the more chances you have of eating more food. Sleeping

helps with your fasting, and it also helps keep your cortisol levels low. Cortisol is a hormone

that helps regulate your sleep. High levels of cortisol can potentially lead to insomnia.

Intermittent fasting helps you sleep more peacefully, calmly and through the night. And by

sleeping, it helps with your fasting a mutually beneficial relationship. When you add in exercise

to the intermittent fasting equation, it only helps you have a better night's rest as well as

compounding your intermittent fasting results.Calculate Your CaloriesOne of the major tricks of

being successful at fasting is to make sure that you have meals prepared so you will not be

tempted to eat things that aren't good for you or overeat. In order to get those meals prepared

ahead of time, you will want to have a pantry of your necessities in order to get those meals

planned, but you have no idea how to begin.The first thing we will discuss is the approach to

take. The first approach is easy. Since you already eat certain foods on a daily basis, find

healthier recipes for the meals that you are already eating. The next way is to build your meals

ahead of time. When planning a meal, you can try to have three different colors – a fruit,

veggie, bean or a whole-wheat grain. You will also want to try to cook foods a healthy way like

steaming, baking or roasting instead of frying and grilling. Cooking at home will definitely help



you save more calories than eating out. (However, if you must eat out, look for the healthiest

alternatives you can find.)One way to prepare your meals ahead of time is to assemble the

ingredients and freeze them. So when it is time to make your meal, you can thaw the

ingredients and make them. Another way to prepare your meals ahead of time is to prepare

your entire meal, like casseroles or easily freezable recipes, and then un-thaw them ahead of

time and prepare them. As you start to fast more and more, you will discover what meals are

your favorites and which meals are the easiest to prepare.To give you an idea of what types of

healthy ingredients you can stock up on before you being meal planning follows.Proteins -

Beans, quinoa, lean meats, nuts, peanut butter or your favorite type of nut butterVegetables –

Kale, spinach, lettuce, broccoli, mixed veggies, (The more vegetables you have, the

merrier!)Fiber – Oatmeal, lettuceFruit – Fresh, canned and frozen. Be careful of the sugar

content in canned and frozen fruits to make sure unnecessary sugar is not being

added.Healthy fats – Nuts, seeds, olive oil and coconut oil, oily fish like salmon and

tunaCarbohydrates – brown rice, wheat loaves of bread and sprouted slices of breadVitamins –

Fish oil, Vitamin C, your favorite brand of all-purpose vitaminsYou want to eat whole foods that

contain lots of macronutrients. Macronutrients you want in your food include carbohydrates, fat,

protein, minerals, vitamins, and water. I also want to make fiber an honorable mention. When

you eat food with high levels of fiber, your digestive health improves. A simple rule of thumb is

to keep your plate with as many varied colors as possible. Foods to consider eating are going

to be lots of leafy vegetables like kale, swiss chard, greens, and lettuce; dark fruit like

blackberries, raspberries, and strawberries, and drink lots of water even if you are already

drinking lots of water. You can look into getting protein from non-meat sources such as nuts,

quinoa or beans.Do not forget to avoid worthless calories or foods that do not contain many

nutrients that will keep you full, especially foods with lots of sugar. Sugar is everywhere! It is

one of the most difficult things to cut out of your diet. However, if you want intermittent fasting to

work, you will definitely want to be diligent against sugar. An ingredient to look for would be

ingredients that end in “-ose,” or anything that says, “high fructose corn syrup.” Easy ways to

give up sugar is to gradually get rid of them by eliminating the most obvious culprits that have a

high sugar count such as candy, soda (diet or otherwise), or juice.Also, giving up

carbohydrates helps you rid yourself of the sugar. By eating whole foods with a dense nutrient

count, it will help you avoid those cravings until you no longer even want sugar. While alcohol is

not forbidden, it is one of those foods that take up calories without giving you many nutrients in

return. Also, be mindful of those sneaky sugar calories in workout drinks or salty post-workout

snacks that do not really help you enjoy the benefits of your workout! Additionally, when you go

out to eat, try to have a peek at the menu in advance and try to pick out the options that fit into

your calorie count.Other quick notes to remember are:Snacks and drinks add extra calories to

your meal so be mindful of what you are eating and drinking throughout the day. Are you eating

and drinking because you are hungry or because you are bored?Make a grocery list and prep

for the week. This will save you time and money!Have fun searching for recipes. To add some

variety to your menu, try new ones! Being healthy is a positive so have fun with it! Your meal

planning is adjustable, so you do not have to feel boxed in.When you meal prep, do not feel like

you have to do everything in one day. You can cut your vegetables one day, and make your

sauces on the next day. You can also go ahead and prepare the ingredients, even the spices

you are going to use beforehand, so the cooking will be seamless.One way to amplify the

benefits of fasting is if you pair your fasting with a vegan or vegetarian diet. Vegan diets

consume no animal products such as eggs or honey. Vegetarians do not consume any meat,

but they are allowed to eat eggs and products made by animals. Another popular diet to pair



your intermittent fasting with is the ketogenic diet.The ketogenic diet is rich in proteins, fats and

limits carbohydrates. This diet is great and trying to prevent seizures as well. Even if you do not

want to partake in one of these diets, the intermittent lifestyle is still great for you. As long as

you are staying within your caloric limit for the day and within your fasting window, you are ok.

You can incorporate it into your lifestyle not matter if you cook at home or go out to eat.If you

want to go vegetarian or vegan, here a few tips that can help!For dairy milk, you can substitute

any type of non-dairy milk like almond milk, soy milk or cashew milk. You can also make your

own milk by soaking cashews in water overnight and then blending the cashews with water and

adding extracts like vanilla or almond or whichever you prefer to give it extra flavor.For recipes

that require yogurt, you can look into substituting a vegan alternative for yogurt.Butter,

mayonnaise, cheese or cream cheese can be substituted for any vegan brand of the same

product.There are many different ways to substitute eggs. You can use tofu instead of eggs if

you are looking for a scrambled texture. If you are using eggs to bind items in a recipe, you can

use unsweetened applesauce, soft tofu, mashed bananas or the popular flax seed egg, which

is just 1 tablespoon of ground flax seeds plus 3 tablespoons of water or another liquid and

blend it all together. Then add the flax egg to the recipe.For meaty textures, you can try tofu.

Use seitan or meatless meat. You can also use mushrooms or cauliflower, instead of meat, or

even blended nuts to give it the same meaty texture.Instead of using honey, you can use

agave, maple syrup, or any type of plant-based sweetener.There are also many different types

of fish substitutions. You can search for your favorite vegan fish substitute to still enjoy fish

recipes. Thankfully, there are a lot of vegan substitutes that are divine. When you incorporate

them into your recipes, you won’t be able to notice that you are having a vegetarian or vegan

dish because it is as good as a dish with meat.What Exercise Will You Incorporate?To

determine what's the best exercise regimen for you to incorporate into your lifestyle, remember

your why. Again, your goals will help you determine which exercise regime is best. No matter

what exercise you do, it is recommended that you get at least 30 minutes of active exercise

every day or 150 minutes a week to keep your heart healthy.If you do not have money for a

gym membership or personal trainer, one of the easiest ways to get a workout in, is to look for

exercise routines online, especially on YouTube. There are a lot of free workouts on there. If

you are sedentary most of the time and have a little extra money to spend, you can invest in a

desk peddler or a standing desk so you can move while you are working. Another quick way to

work out is just to do those basic old-fashioned exercises that you used to do in grade school,

such as push-ups, sit-ups, jumping rope, and jumping jacks for thirty minutes. However, the key

to this type of workout is to go as fast as you can and perform the exercises in sets. Perhaps

you can do 3 sets of one exercise, rest, then do another three set of exercises and rest and

keep going until you reach your 30 minutes.Exercise is something you definitely want to

incorporate into your intermittent lifestyle if you want to maintain results and if you want to live

in overall health or life. Do not make excuses. Find a way to be active!Of course, when you first

start off fasting, you may take some time to get adjusted. To assist in meeting your weight loss

goals, you may want to use a calorie counter. An easy way to track your calories throughout the

day is to use a food journal. In the food journal, you will want to you notate the calories that you

are consuming and the nutrient breakdown to make sure that you are meeting your goals. The

more specific or strict you are can determine how quickly you meet your health close. A food

journal will also help you notice trends. What do you do before you eat bad foods usually?

What are your cravings? Do they only happen on certain days or when you eat certain foods?

Are you drinking enough water every day? These are all tips that can help you eat healthily and

a great tool to pair with your fasting. This will be a valuable tool as you begin to get into the



habit of intermittent fasting.If you need a little extra support, do not be afraid to look into health

apps that offer health coaching. That may just be the extra boost you need. Health apps are

truly popular and growing every day. You will be sure to find one that you need as long as you

do a quick search on the App Store.Do not be alarmed if you ever run into bumps. The key is to

pick right back up where you left off. This chapter is a great one to come and visit for reference.

We started off with three steps to help you get started intermittent fasting. You went over

planning your meals, stocking your pantry, and making sure you are reaching your daily caloric

limit, so you do not under eat or ovary.The chapter also goes deeper into exercises you can

incorporate to take your intermittent fasting to the next level. More importantly, this chapter

offers some insight about what to do if you run into any plateaus or any issues while you are

intermittent fasting. They are bound to happen, but the key is to keep going. Do not get

discouraged. We all make mistakes. Have a short memory and pick up the next day if you are

ever to fall short. A major tool for making your fasting journey work is the food journal that you

should be keeping. Whether it is a hard copy or digital copy, a meal journal is key so you can

know your personal trends and figure out the best practices that will work for you as you

fast.Now, what about all those fasting methods we keep talking about? We'll begin talking

about intermittent fasting first. Intermittent fasting is eating during certain windows and then not

eating during other windows. It may sound complicated, but it's really not. Most people have

done some sort of fasting without even knowing. The easiest way to practice intermittent

fasting is to skip the meal that is easiest for you according to your current schedule. This

version is called spontaneous fasting. Maybe you are in a rush and forget to eat breakfast. You

just intermittently fasted! Perhaps you are preparing for a busy meeting and decide to skip

lunch. Yup, you just intermittently fasted.
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